• plan: leave a single Greek behind in the deserted camp, primed with a tale calculated to make the Trojans draw the horse inside the city without investigating it. Then at night, the Greeks would leave their wooden prison and open the city gates to the army, which by that time would have sailed back and wait before the wall.
• Trojans thought the Greeks gave up.
• Greek who was left behind—Sinon, seized and dragged to Priam, weeping and protesting that he didn't want to be a Greek. Told a story of Odysseus.
• Story: Athena was angry at the theft of the Palladium, Greeks in terror had sent to the oracle to ask how they could appease her. Oracle answered: with blood and with maiden slain you calmed the winds when you first came to Troy, and they chose him to be sacrificed but he escaped.
• 2nd part of the story: Horse been made for Athena. Reason was to discourage the Trojans from taking it into the city, what they hoped that the Trojans would destroy it and draw down Apollo. Athena's anger, place in the city it would turn her favor to them and away from the Greeks.
• They didn't bring it in and serpents came squeeze the life out of Sinon (Athena did that).
• Put the horse inside.
• They came out of the horse.
• Fire on the buildings.
• Tore up the roofs and hurled beams down.
• Aphrodite's son Aeneas escaped.
• Could not save his wife.
• Father and son was saved.
• Aphrodite helped them too.
• Put her into the city to Menelaus.
• After there were just women and children who was taken away, waiting to be carried overseas as slaves.
• One woman still had her son—Astyanax.
• They told her, her son had to be thrown off the wall of Troy.
• Soldiers carried him to the wall just before throwing him from the wall they killed Achilles grave a young girl Hecuba's daughter Polyxena.
• With death of Hector's son the last sacrifice was completed.